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How did we set the experiments up? 
• Between October 2018 and June 2019 we conducted balanced trials 

with hand held 500mW lasers Green, Blue and Red to see whether 
they had an effect at discouraging squirrels from the bait boxes.
• We set up the bait boxes that were a challenge to raid on either end 

of a palisade at Welsh Mountain Zoo, Colwyn Bay North Wales.



A range of squirrel photos for the next 6 slides 
showing interactions with bait boxes













A scatter plot of time taken (seconds) for grey squirrels to return 
to the bait station for each treatment group

We found that the 500mW blue laser had the best effect at deterring the squirrels from the bait boxes 
when combined with random sounds emitted by apparatus called ‘BirdGard™™’.



The 500mW blue laser made squirrels pause more,  tail flag more (a warning 
signal) compared with the control situation when no humans were present, 
and where a wider range of behaviours were observed. 

Control situation 

Alarm
Foraging
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Behaviour with blue laser



You Tube video clip link address Description of clip

1. https://youtu.be/SAvAj-ETLww Ignoring green 500mW hand held laser

2. https://youtu.be/0NMa4-V22jQ Ignoring red and green 500mW hand held laser

3. https://youtu.be/FTR1jBuEHjQ Reaction to 500mW blue hand held  laser 

4. https://youtu.be/Csy1aya-c5c Reaction to 500mW blue hand held laser and Bird Gard

https://youtu.be/SAvAj-ETLww
https://youtu.be/0NMa4-V22jQ
https://youtu.be/FTR1jBuEHjQ
https://youtu.be/Csy1aya-c5c


Conclusions

• Laser colour influences squirrel time to return to attractive bait 
and their behaviours.

• The longest time to return to attractive bait occurs when sound 
and blue laser colour are combined. 

• The process of deterrence from attractive bait is a ‘cliff edge’ 
phenomenon. The combined effects of laser and sound had a 
cumulative effect. 
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